
As with any natural wood product, a certain amount of 
care must be taken to insure its longevity and lasting 
beauty. At James Loudspeaker our natural Teak Land-
scape Systems are no different.

Clean your teak planter boxes regularly, whether it is 
brand new or gray from years of aging, proper cleaning 
is a key to prolonging the wood’s life.

Always use a soft rag or sponge with a mild cleaner for 
quick clean ups. For messes that may stain the wood, 
like bird droppings, use a mild furniture cleaner & a 
copper scrubber. 

Teak is a naturally golden commonly used tropical 
hardwood. It is a very oily wood that resists rot and 
warping as well as expansion and contraction due to 
extreme weather conditions.

Over time however, teak will take on a silvery-gray 
appearance due to exposure to the elements. Some will 
prefer this weathered look and can maintain it by 
consistently wiping off the natural oil produced by the 
teak.

If you wish to maintain your James Loudspeaker Teak 
Planters natural brown color you may do so thru proper 
cleaning & oiling. The Teak planter boxes should be 
oiled every 6-12 months to maintain its natural beauty 
so it will last for generations.

First lightly sand the surface with the woods grain with 
a fine sandpaper to remove the old grey cells that cause 
the graying; then wipe away the dust with a slightly 
damp cloth.

Applying several coats of oil to soak into the wood will 
allow the oil to form a protective layer and maintain its 
originals honey brown color.

We recommend the use of teak or tung oil both of 
which are natural products and will not damage the 
wood.

Pictured:  105TS70

10" Subwoofer with 2-Way Stereo 
Planter Box Speaker - 70V

The 105TS70 is a unique high performance 2-way outdoor planter box speaker in 
an attractive planter design and provides full range performance from 45Hz to 
20kHz and can be used in pairs/multiples or as mono units. The enclosure is 
constructed of rugged 5052 aircraft aluminum and the decorative side slats can be 
ordered in teak wood, polished solid aluminum or painted to order. 

The top of the planter is a fully drained potting area to allow a multitude of 
decorator options. Internally, the 105TS70 features a 4" x 8" horn loaded 
midrange, 1" Neodymium dome tweeter and a 10" 101ST4 style downward firing 
subwoofer.
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